
RACE BY RACE PREVIEWS: SCOTTSVILLE@2021.09.19 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 1, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R80.000, 12:35GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: While there a few knocking at the door it won't take a brilliant first-timer to win this race. 
And there is positive talk about most of them. BUGSY MALONE was a solid second on debut - he is a 
five-year-old with the lightest weight and should make them all run. GREY VIEW has run fair races over 
this track and trip and just needs a bit of luck. Likewise, DROGARATI is also holding form and would be 
deserving but he races after a rest. BLAZING LIGHT could show more after gelding. TRITON races for a 
stable in good form. 
 
Selections: 
#10 Bugsy Malone, #4 Grey View, #7 Drogarati, #9 Gold Ensign 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 2, Gallops, 2400m, Turf, R78.000, 13:10GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: The main protagonists have taken turns finishing ahead of one another but GREY 
LINNGARI has come out tops on the turf recently and could finally shed his maiden tag in his 25th start. 
DEPUTY MARSHALL had things go wrong last time and is entitled to improve on that run where he had 
GREY LINNGARI just ahead, with all of EXTRACT, HOUSE MASTER and NATIONAL FLAG behind him. 
But he needs everything to go his way. EXTRACT was not disgraced in his first try at a marathon trip and 
could show more. The other three-year-old, NATIONAL FLAG, improved on the poly. 
 
Selections: 
#3 Grey Linngari, #5 Deputy Marshall, #7 Extract, #1 Coral Copy 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 3, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 13:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: SIKHULU looked ready to win after a forward debut over this course and distance. He 
then tried different tracks and raced in features where he didn't do too badly. He is back in maiden 
company and should be hard to beat. RUNNING RIFLES makes his local debut after starting his career in 
the Western Cape. He didn't do badly in his first run and both form lines are strong, so he needs to be 
watched. COLOUR MASTER didn't show his best when tried over further and a much better run is 
expected back up the straight, even if he hasn't drawn well. First-timers to consider. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Sikhulu, #6 Running Rifles, #10 Colour Master, #2 Cannatonic 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 4, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 14:20GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: Four-year-old CAPE EAGLE was eye catching on debut and the form has been franked 
with two subsequent winners from runners who finished behind him. He should make further 
improvement. COIN SPINNER does look a big threat for an in-form yard. He was all at sea at Greyville 
and back at Scottsville could show his true potential. First-timers to consider with GRANDDADDY 
PURPLE expected to come in for support as he is bred in the purple. ONE SHOT WONDER and 
PASHTUNWALI have shown ability and must be considered for exotic bets. 
 
Selections: 
#2 Cape Eagle, #1 Coin Spinner, #5 Granddaddy Purple, #9 Pashtunwali 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 5, Gallops, 1400m, Turf, R80.000, 14:55GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: IDEAL ACT has been brought along steadily and turned in an encouraging performance 
in his second start and first over this course and distance. He has drawn in pole position and should have 
every chance. DOUBLE EDGE was backed in both starts and while showing some potential on debut has 
disappointed overall. He has been gelded and could be a different sort this time. NATIONAL UNITY has a 



bit to make up on IDEAL ACT but has drawn wider out this time and has his work cut out. Watch for 
improvement from ALLAROUNDTHEWORLD, ADMIRAL BIRNHAM and WHISPERS OF WAR. 
 
Selections: 
#1 Ideal Act, #10 Double Edge, #11 National Unity, #5 Allaroundtheworld 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 6, Gallops, 1200m, Turf, R80.000, 15:30GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: A fillies and mares sprint handicap and it is wide open. SOIREE should enjoy the drop 
in class and would be deserving of more wins, considering how useful she has been. She tries the longer 
trip and has to give weight to a few who look dangerous. BABY AFRICA carries the lightest weight and 
after finding her last race too short, could rise to this level of competition. CAPTAIN ARIANO may have 
been going the wrong distances recently even though those weren't bad runs. She could enjoy the drop in 
trip. FLYING THE STAR and LOVING THE VICTORY are definite runners on form as well. 
 
Selections: 
#7 Baby Africa, #5 Soiree, #8 Captain Ariano, #2 Flying The Star 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 7, Gallops, 1000m, Turf, R80.000, 16:05GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: LIGHT THAT LOOSE followed up an easy win with an even more credible second to 
star sprinter Tempting Fate who could be back to his best. This is shorter, so even more testing, but his 
4kg claim could give him the edge. CAPTAIN OUPIE is hard to catch when in front and gave signs he 
could be nearing his best form again. He is unbeaten over this track and trip. PRINCEKRESH also has an 
impressive record at this track and gave signs he is getting stronger, having not sighted a rival in the latter 
half of his win at Greyville. But he will be tested. Many with earning potential as well. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Light That Loose, #8 Captain Oupie, #10 Princekresh, #5 Winter Flight 
 
Scottsville, 19.09.2021, Race 8, Gallops, 1750m, Turf, R80.000, 16:45GMT+2 
 
Race Summary: LOVE THE VIEW loves the conditions at Scottsville and is back seven days after an 
emphatic win. Even though up in the ratings and facing a daunting task, he could complete a hat-trick. It 
is a handicap and there are many who will trouble him. JUSTFORTHEEPENNY is finally back at 
Scottsville. He has battled long and hard since winning his maiden and interestingly that win came at this 
venue. HASTA MANANA only just got the job done last time but can only improve and has the best of the 
draws. MASTER OFTHE NORTH, CLOUDS OF WITNESS, BANZAI PIPELINE and THE BAYOU rate big 
dangers on form. 
 
Selections: 
#9 Love The View, #11 Justfortheepenny, #1 Hasta Manana, #3 Master Ofthe North 
 
Best Win: #7 SIKHULU                              
Best Value Bet: #7 BABY AFRICA                          
Best Longshot: #7 BABY AFRICA                          


